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Tag u n g s b e r ich t 47/1984

Stochastische Analysis

4.11. bis 10.11.1984

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von J.M. Bismut (Orsay)

und H. Föllmer (Zürich) statt. In 33 Vo~trägen ergab sich

ein breites Spektrum ·von aktuellen Themen der stochastischen

Analysis, unter anderem mit den folgenden Schwerpunkten:

- Malliavin-KalkUl über dem Wiener- und Poisson-Raum,

- Lyap.unov-Exponenten von stochastischen F1Ussen,

- Vlasov-Limes für interagierende stochastische Dif

ferentialgleichungen,

- wahrs~heinlichkeitstheoretischer Zugang zum Index

Satz von Atiyah-Singer.

Eine besondere Rolle spielten die Querverbindungen zwischen

stochastischer Analysis, stochastischer Mechanik und stochastischen

Feldern der Quantenfeldtheorie, die sich in den letzten Jahren

immer stärker entwickeln. Hierzu gab es mehrere Uebersichtsvor

träge, sowohl von Wahrscheinlichkeitstheoretike~n wie von ma

thematischen Physikern. Eine Reihe von neuen mathematischen

Resultaten, zum Beispiel zur Hyperkontraktivität von Oiffu

sionalshalbgruppen und zu den Ueberschneidungen Brownscher

Pfade,· war direkt oder indirekt von diesen Querverbindungen

her motiviert.
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Vortragsauszüge

s. AL8EVERIO

Some Recent Work on Dirichlet Forms and Quantum Theory

We review some recent work on Dirichlet forms over ~ n and over infinite

dimensional spaces, with particular attention to problems which also have a coun

terpart in quantum mechanics and quantum field theory. In both cases we consider

in particular the existence problem (closability;. new sufficient conditions are

mentioned) and the uniqueness problem. The condition of N. Willems· in finite

dim~nsions and the ones of Takeda andKusuoka in infinite dimensions are also diS-~

cussed. The signifieance of uniqueness is stressed, espeeially in connection with

problems of quantuM field theory. In finite dimensions the problems of unattaina

bility of zeros of the wave function, the ergodicity of the proeess and the quantum

mechanieal tunneling are also discussed.

l. ARNOLD

Asymptotic Results for the Density of States and Lyapunov Exponent for the One
Dimensional Schrödinger Operator

Given the Schrödinger operator

Hy = -y.+ ° E{t)y

;n L2{IR ,dt)-, where E{t) is a n;ee diffusion on an interval (a,ß)C rR with

invariant distribution Y and <E{t) = O.

Let Aa(E) be its Lyapunov number and No(E) its integrated density of states.

.~

Theorem:

Then Ao(EIo) = V; <.J(E - EI) +1> + O{l ) for

- l(~ \ + O{--l ) for
- 32 (E -EI) 2 / fö

(b = diffusion coeffieient of E)

TI N (EIa) ;; 0 for EI <. a

=VO <.J<EI-~) +'> + 0 <vi;, EI > a
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o. BAKRY

Riesz Transforms for some symmetrie Semigroups

Xr being a Markov proeess~ symmetrie with respeet to ~ ~ with semigroup

P and generator L ~ such that there is an algebra of funetions on the state
. .r

s'pace D ~ stabl e by Land by P , define on 0 rand"r 2 1i keinr .
EI12·ry·1 S abs traet •.

Put C =-(-L )1/2 d ..... 0 th th f,an suppose r 2~; en you can eompare e norms 0

1/2 Pr{f, f) and Cf in L (~) in the following way:

11 Cf IIp~ ~p 11 r(f.f)l{21~

; '.>.::'" . .F~rthermore, i f L isa di ffus ion, then

K. BICHTELER·

Joint Regularity of Solutions to SDE drivenby Poisson Measures

This continues Jacodls exposition (p. 8· )'." Under suitable conditions on

. th~ coeffici~nts a,b,e, the transition kernel Pi(x, dy) of the solution Xt
has" a density Pt(x,y) regular in (t,x,y) •

• J.M. BISMUT
.... .t ...

The' Atiyah-Singer Theorem in a Probabilistie Approach

The proof of the index theorem given in JFA 57, 56-99,(1984) has been

., presented. The case of the Oi rac operator on the spi n comp1ex has been com

:pletely treated."

., .
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H. DOSS

Probability Proof of Some Quasi - Classical Expansions

For E ~ 0 consider the solution of:

2 n 2 1

J.aljJ .( t ,x ) = L llJ( t ,x) = E / 2 E A. llJ( t , x) + A l!J( t , x ) +? V(x) t!J (t ,x)
3t E . j =1 .J 0 E'-

l \lJ(o.x) = f(x) exp (- S(~)). te[O.TJ .• xE; M
E

where M is a smooth manifold. Ao' Al' ...• An are vector fields on M • V .~

f, s regular functions fram M to dr .

We give, when the second order differential operator L
E

is smooth but even

tua11y completely degenerated, an asymptotic expansion with respect to E (E~O)

for the solution of (1). The estimates obtained in the real case allow one to study,

under some conditions, the Schrödinger equation with comp1ex analytic coefficients,

and also some situatiof5where L
E

is hyperbo1ic.

D. DUERR

The Smoluchowski Limit for a Simple Mechanical Model

The motion of a Brownian particle in a potential UA(x) = U(~ X), which

varies on a macroscopic scale (VÄ) may be described on a macroscopic scale by

a diffusion process for the position X(t) of the moleeule at time t. This dif

fusion is given by the Smoluchowski equation

(1) dX(t) - VU dt + Q dW
y y t ~

For a stationary system the stationary solution for the position is the Gibbs

state ~e-U/kT ,k Boltzmann.konstant, T absolute Temperature. Therefore,

in (1) 2~ = ~kT ' which is the famous Einstein relation. We wish to derive
o

(1) from IIfirst principles ll
, starting from a deterministic mechanical system,

where the stochasticity comes only from the random initial configurations. A

system, which may be treated, is a one dimensional ideal gas with an identical

tagged particle serving as the moleeule, on which a force is acting. The motion

of the molecule is then determined by elastic collisions with the gas partic1es

and by the Newtonian motion in the force field. The ideal gas is described by a

Poisson point process in position-velocity (q - v) space, where f(v)
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is the density of the velocity distribution. X(t) and V(t) are position

and velocity of the molecule and V(O) is distributed also by f(v) • We

considered the simplest case f(v) = V2 öl(v) + V2 ~l(v) .

The force field is ~ F (= ~ UA(x) and we consider XA (t) =~ X(A.t).

We obta~n the surprising result that XA(t)~W(.t),;.e. there is no drift

in the limit. This fact is due to recollisions and a typical one-dimensional

phenomenon.In a two-dimensional model, where the Moleeule is a stick moving

along the x-axis without rotation and f(v) is supported equally by velocities

on the diagonals we obtain an equation 1ike (1) in the sca1ing limit.

The reason that the Einstein relation is violated comes from the fact,

that our velocity distribution is not the stationary - Maxwellian - one. In

fact, we conjecture that if f(v) has a density at zero,equation (1) comes
2y 1out and y and z are rel ate~ by zz: = <v 2} •. It shoul d be noted that the

derivation of (1) in more than one dimension with the Maxwellian distribution

is out of reach at the moment, even the free case, i.e. U = 0 has not beeD

treated until now.

E. DYNKIN

Markov Processes and Field Theory

With every symmetrie Markov process X a Gaussian random field ~ is

associated with the Hamiltonian H(~) =l E(~, ~) where E is th~ Dirichlet

form of X. It turns out that the path of X can be used for investigating

not only properties of ~ but also for investigating·non-Gaussian fields with

the Ham;lton;ans H(~) -~ E(~,~) + V(E) where V is a functional of the

field E = -2
1 ~ 2 In particular, the specification corresponding to H can

x x -
be expressed in terms of the occupation field or of the hitting field for the

Poisson "gas" in the space of paths and loops.

The program outlined in the talk can be viewed as an interpretation~from a

point of view of a probabilist, of Symanzik's ideas in quantum field theory.
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Th. EISELE

Equi.librium and Non-Eguilibrium Theory of a Magnetic Model

(Summary of joint works with R. Ellis, F. Comets, M. Schatzmann)

A magnetic model with a lang-range interaction is discussed. It has para

magnetic, ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic phases. In both its equi1ibrium

and non-equi1ibrium theory, we prove the thermodynamic limit, resp. the law

of large numbers, and we show the fluctuation theorems. The equilibrium fluctua

tion fields represent stationary distributions of the non-equilibrium fluctua-~

tion processes. This holds true also in the critical borderline cases of .second

order phase transitions, where the usual Gaus5ian fields break down. Here, we

get degenera~e non-Gaussian fields with densfties exp(-t4c).·

K.D. ELWORTHY

Lyapunov Exponent5 for Stochastic Flows

•A =1im t log det Tx Ft
E t-+oo 0

i5 always non positive for A =~ 8 and is dominated by (the principal eigenvalue

of ~ 8) x dirn M if A =~ 8 and each Xi is a gradient.

Estimates for the canamcal f10w on the frame bundle of M have been obtained

by Carverhil1 and Elworthy.
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r·1. EMERY

Hypercontractivite de Semigroups de Diffusion

(Travail commun avec Bakry)

Si (Xr ) est une diffusion markovienne continue, stationnaire,reversib1e

de 10i ~ sur ~n espace d1etats E ,une condit;on suffisante pour que X soit

hypercontractif et que soit satisfaite Vinegalite de Sobo1ev lagarithmique de

Gross est

VxVf r2(f,f)(x)~ c r(f,f)(x),

oa, designant par L le generateur de X,

on a pose

r (f,g) =i [ L(fg) - fLg - 9Lf.]

r 2(f,g) =t [Lr(f,g) - r(f,Lg) - r(Lf,g~

L. GROSS

Where do Random Fields corne fram in Quantum Field Theory?

The nation of ground state representatian can be used to explain easily

how random fields enter into the construction of quantum fields. This ;s an

entirely expository lecture, which takes advantage of the familiarity of the

aud;ence with Markov processes, infinite dimensional integration theory and

. the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process to motivate, starting with quantum mechanics,'

the definition of the free Euc1idean Markov field and the study of the addi

ti ve functi anal ~ :~: 4 dx • .Ac R2

.i\

U. HAUSSMANN

Non-Linear Fi1tering - the Degenerate'Case

Control of diffusions with partial information leads to the problem:

fi nd the condi ti ona1 dens i ty of Xt g; yen {Y5 : s ~ tl where

dXt = b(t,Xt.Y)dt + o(t,Xt,Y)dw

dYt = h(t,Xt)dt + dw
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where one may not assurne any regularity of b, 0 with respect to (t,Y) ,e.g.

no continuity in t. It is shown, under suitable hypotheses, that even when

o oT is degenerate a conditional'density exists and its unnormalized version

satisfies the pathwise (non-stochastic) p. d.e. usually associated with the

Zakai' equation.

R. HOEGH KROMN

Gauge Fields as Generalized Markov Processes

To every Markov process on a compact Lie group G, which is stationary

and left as well as right invariant, there exists a Markov stochastic gauge

field in two dimensions such that the curvature is.a homogeneous chaos with

va 1ues in the Li e-a1gebra of . 9 • Thi s homogeneous chaos i s the same as the

one which governs the increments of the Markov process. These continuous Gauge

theories are exactly the theories which can be described as limits of lattice

Gauge theories as the lattice converg6 to zero. The Gauge Field of Physics is

obtained by starting with the solution of the Markov process which is the

solution of the heat equation. This gives the white noise Gaussian homogeneous

chaos E(x), and the corresponding Gauge field is constructed by solving the

non lin~ar stochastic differential equation Dw = E for the connection form w,
where Dw ;s the covariant exterior derivative given by the connection form w•

J. JACOD

Malliavin Operator for Poisson Space

Let (Q,~,P) be the canonical space of Poisson measure (~) with

v(ds, dy) = ds i dy, on [0, T) x E' (E = open subset of TR n). We construct

a Malliavin operator (L, R) on this space, starting with "regular functio

nals" and such that the coordinates of the solution of the equation

dXt = ~(Xt)dt + b(Xt)dWt + c(Xt _) (du -dv)

be in the domain. We can add Wiener process as above, and take the II product ll

Malliavin operator.

This al10ws to study the smoothness (and existence) of a density for the
random variables Xt .

•
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G. JONA-LASINIO

Stochastic Quatization: Cänstruction of Renormalized Diffusion Processes

(Joint work wirh P.K. Mitler)

Using techniques from constructive field theory we prove the existence

of weak solutions for the stochasti.c differential equation

1 3
dq>t = - "2 (cpt + AC* : cp :) dt + dwt

t

wh~re <Pt (x) is a random field on TI{2 , wt is a brownian motion.with

covariance

E Wt + Wt I . = mi n (t, t 1 ) C(xl xl )

and C(x,x l
) = (- ß + 1)-~ - ß is the laplacian in two'dimensions • This

process is ergodic for x restricted to a finite domain and it has as sta

tionary measure the Euclidean ~ ~ measure in finite volume.

Y. KIFER

Characteristic Exponents and Invariant Subbundles "for Random Diffeomorphisms
~... ~. 10 .. !

Let f" f2, ..• be a sequence of i.i.d. random diff~omorphism~ o} a

compact Riemanni an mani fo1d M. Then under natura' con,di ti ons for any -:,X;_.,~ out

side of some exceptional set and eac~ E from the tangent space TxM. ~~

x wi th probabi 1i ty one the 1i mi t -t,.m .! log 1\ Df 0 ••• oDf,lt = ß (E) exi sts and
n+oo n n

it is non-random.

~ Moreover, for these x there exists a filtration of (non-random) subspaces

r( x) 1 0 r(x)' .; 0
~ c .... c ~ c~ = Tx M and (non.-random). numbe.~ ßx _<~ ... <ßx

r· ~- .. ... _.. '!Ir J: . l ~ .11;. :.

such that ß(E) = ßi
x

. '-1
fo r any c: e L1 \ L1

'
h .x x·

.. !
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P. KOTELENZ

Linear Parabolic Differential Equations as Limits cf Space-Time Jump

Markov Processes

A class of linear parabolic differential equations on a bounded domain

in TI< n is obtained as the class of deterministic limits 'of space-time jump

Markov processes xN • These XN describe particle systemswhich are spa

tially inhomogeneous due to diffusion and random change in the number of par

ticles. The deviation of XN from its deterministic limit is a distri~ution ~

valued generalized Or~stein-Uhlenbeck process and can be represented as ~he

mild solution of a stochastic partial differential equation, whose driving

term is the sum of two independent Gaussian martingales arising ,from diffusion

and change.in the number of particles, respectively.

R. LEANDRE

Regularity of Jump Proeesses in the Degenerate'Case

We give examples of self-interactions in a jump process, which a~low

the process to have a density. We determine a type of jump process which

isa1ways on a submani fo 1d of 1R. d, and we determi ne the regul'a ri ty of a

jump process whose Levy measure is fixed and supported by a smooth curve •

We use techniques of the calculus of variation of Bismut •

.. Y. LEJAN

Lyapunov Exponents for Isotropie Flows

We investigate the qualitative behaviour of flows defined by 5.D.E. asso

ciated with isotro~ie homogeneous velocity fields. Our results include the

computation of Lyapunov exponents and the proof of existence in the unstable

case of a non trivial statistical equilibruim. The proof involves a detailed

study of isotropie S.M.on matrices.
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T. LYONS

Quasi-Isometry of Riemmannian Manifo1ds and Discrete Approximates

If a property of a manifo1d can be shown to be dependent on a network

having a simi1ar property then that property is 1ike1y to be fair1y robust

and preserved under quas i-i sometry. Many such properti es have been so ty'eated

(particu1ar1y transcience). However, an example was out1ined showing how the .

existence of non-constant positive or bounded harmonie functions (or a non

trivial shift invariant tai1 o-fie1d) is not preserved under quasi-isometry .

Moserls Harnack theorem shows an important subclass of manifo1ds where these

properties are preserved.

P.A. MEYER

Ne1son ls Stochastic Mechanics

A survey is given of same recent resu1ts of E. Carlen (Comm. Math. Physics,

1984) and W.A. Zeng (Ann. Inst. H. Poincare, 1985) showing how to construct the

diffusions with singular drifts needed to deve10p stochastic mechanics.

P.K. MITTER

Gauge Fie1ds

A survey of the global aspects of non-abe1ian gauge fie1ds was given.

M. NAGASAWA

Propagation of Chaos for Diffusion Processes with Mean-fie1dSingular Interaction

We consider a system consisting of n ·white diffusing partic1es distributed

1eft to n red diffusing partic1es. Reds and whites interact in a repulsive way

so that the group of reds are kept segregated fram the group af whites. (Take e.g.

f(x) = Vx4 as an interaction). It .;s assumed that the absolute value of the

interaction is a decreasing function cf the distance af a pair of red and white

particles. We prove first of all the existence of a unique solution for a system

of equations of 20 partic1es and alse for the.corresponding one of non-linear
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diffusion processes in the mean-field limit. Then we prove the propagation of

chaos, i.e. the convergence of the 2n particles, as n~oo, to the in~inite

independent copies of the mean-field diffusions. This is areport of what has

been done by 'Tanaka and myself. This gives a mathematical justification of

II statistical quantization", which is a possible interpretation of IIStochastic

Quantiz;ati on".

J. NORRIS

Non-Degeneracy of the Mal1iavin Covariance Matrix

Let ~t denote the flow associated to the S.D.E.

idX t = Xo(xt)dt + Xi (xt)dWt (with coefficients

00 d md mXo' .X l , ••• , XmE CO (IR , 1(\) and Wt a Brownian motion on (fR »).

The Malliavin covariance matrix for the solution xt =~t(x) starting from
x ;5 given by

•

. t -1 1
C = J (q>* X,. )(x) ~ (~*- x. )(x)dstos 5 ,

Malliavin, Bismut, Stropck etc. have shown that provided ct-1e; lPOF? Yp < Ga

xt will have a smooth ~ensity. It was further shown by Stroock that if

m
i, j=o

1 d lRd,eva uate at x span

••• etc.

•then indeed \1'p<oo (see Springer LNM 776). The fo1lowing

lemma was presented which affords a simplification of Stroocks proof:

t t
let T be a bounded stopping time; let Yt = Y + 50 asds + So u~ dW~

m' 1 m
where y~ I~, and at , ut ' ut all have the form

.t :t.;
a + Sßsds + J y' dw

o 0 S 5
with a e1R,and ßs ' y~, ••• , y~. previsible with

V'p<OO
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J(hl 2 + IU t l2
)dt ) e.} = O(€p) for all p <ao,

o .- "

• E. PARDDUX

Two-Sided Stochastic Integral and Stochastic Calculus

(joint work with Ph. Protter)

Consider a forward diffu~ion Xt , solution of

t t
Xt = Xo + 1b(s,\)ds + -! o(s, Xs)dWs , . 0 ~ t ~ 1

and a backward diffusion yt , solution of

t 1 1
Y + J c(s ,Vs )ds + J Y(s, yS) dW = y, 0 ~ t ~ 1

t t s
1 t ,"

A stochastic integral of the type S~{Xt' V )@Wt ' is defin'ed~ ,
o ~ t

This permi ts to wri te down the di fferenti al of a process of 'the type ..w(Xt ,Y ).

Both lta and Stratonovitch calculus are considererl.

J. POTHOFF

Stochastic Quantization: ARemark on Unstable Actions

(Joint work in progress with Ph. Blanchard and R. Seneor)

It was explained how the procedure of stochastic quantization can possibly 

be used to give a meaning to the formal perturbation expansion of Euclidean

quantum field theories ~ith unstable action functionals.
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. I. SHIGEKAWA

Diffusions on the Wiener Space

We consider a diffusion on the abstract Wiener space (B,H,~) generated
1by the operator of the form A = 2 L + b, L being the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck

operator and b being an H-valued function on 8, which we regard as a

vector field on B. We discuss about invariant measures of this diffusion

and obtain that there exists an invariant measure which is absolutely con-

tinuous with respect to ~. Moreover, the uniqueness holds if we restrict ~

ourselves to measures which are of fini.te total variation and are absolutely

continuous with respect to u.
We prove the existence by two steps. "First we show it in the finite dimen

sional case and secondly in the infinite dimensional case by the limiting pro

cedure. In this procedure, the Gross logarithmic Sobolev inequality is crucial.

D. STROOCK

Wiener Chaos Revisited

Let (H,~, W) be an abstract Wiener space and define Dm to be the

Sobolev extention of mth-order differentiation in directions of H. Let

öm be the adjo; nt· of Dm. Then, Wi ener· s decompos i ti on of a functi on ; nto

states of homogeneous chaos is:

A. WAKOLBINGER

Time Reversal of Infinite Dimensional Diffusions

(Joint work with H. Föllmer)

We consider the problem under which conditions the "time reversal ll

\ = X1-
t

of an i nfi nite di~ens i ona1 diffus ion X= (X~), i E I coun-

t.ab1e, dX~ = bi (Xt ,-t)dt + dWi (~Ji ~ ndependent Wi ener processes ) i s agai n of

the same type, with forward drift (b 1
) and backward drift (bi) being related

by an analog of Kolmogorov·s classical relation, namely

..'
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i i "i i ö i i\b ((x ~),t) = b ((x ',E), 1-t) + -. log S>t(x E)
fix

1

where ~~(.)E) is the conditiona1 density of Xi, gi yen
t = E

Theorem: Thi s hol ds true i f, for all i EI, the re1ati ve entropy of the 1aw

P of X with respect to pi is finite (where pi is the 1aw of

the process which arises from X by rep1acing xi by a Wiener pro

cess independent of (xj).~.) .
Jr1

~ Moreover, conditions on .the drift (bi) are given which guarantee this finite

entropy condition, and which are not far fram the usua1 conditions ensuring

existence and uniqueness of the strang solution of an infinite dimensional

stochastic differential equation.

M. VOR

Double Points- of Brownian Motion in O(d (d=2,3) and Re1ated Stochastic Ca1cu1us

Simpler proofs of Tanaka-Rosen formu1ae for the loca1 "time of intersection

of comp1ex or 3-dimensiona1 Brownian motion, are given, taking advantage of

Hardy's L2 inequa1ity, which is c10se1y re1ated to the second order equation:

1
r 9 1 (r) + g"(r) = h(r).

In dimension 2', Varadhan ' s renorma1ization appears a simple consequence of the

new Tanaka-Ros~n formu1a thus obtained.

In dimension 3, a new.convergence in distribution for the renorma1ised 10ca1

time of intersection is obtained However, the relationship which may exist

between this limit in distribution and Westwaterls renorma1ization is not under

staod •

Berichterstatter: H. Fö11mer
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